Press Release

Educational trips for Government School Students in the month of August 2017

In an attempt to bring awareness to the students of Government Schools across the Metro Rail alignment in the city, CMRL has planned a monthly educational trip from Nehru Park to Airport for the students. The students will be explained the features of the Metro Train and its Stations during the trip.

A total of 2195 students from Government and Corporation Schools have taken this education trips from 1.08.2017 to 31.08.17.

Students along with their teachers from CHS Subburayan Street, CHS Kilpauk, CHS Koyembedu, CHS Maduvinkarai, CMS Aminjikarai, CMS Villivakkam, CMS Thideer Nagar CMS Vadapalani, CMS Arumbakkam, CMS Pulla Puram, took the Metro Ride from Nehru Park to Airport and were briefed about the several facilities provided by Metro Rail including various safety features available in the Metro Stations and Trains.

On account of festival season, 20% discount on Metro Rail tickets, travel cards and tokens has been extended to commuters for the period from 25.08.2017 to 31.10.2017.